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Explosion in an LPG tank 

repair facility 

January 20, 1997 

Saint-Rémy de Provence [Bouches du Rhône] 

France 
 
 
 
 
 

THE INSTALLATIONS IN QUESTION 

The site:  

The site's activity essentially involves the renovation and maintenance of liquefied gas tanks (storage tanks, 
spheres,…). As such, the main operations performed included degassing with water, the replacement of 
equipment, internal and external cleaning operations and painting.  

The site is comprised of 2 workshops located approximately 100 m from a flare stack used to burn residual 
gases. The "large bulk" workshop, with a surface area of 5,000 m², is used to store tanks having a capacity of 
3.2 t or more. The "small bulk" workshop is used for tanks having a capacity of less than 3.2 t and also is 
equipped with paint booths. 8 to 10 people work at the site. 

2 types of operations are performed: 

- Minor maintenance corresponds to work performed on recent equipment and simply concerns equipment 
replacements, cleaning and spray painting. The tank is first brought to atmospheric pressure by sending its 
gaseous phase to the flare stack. During the operations, the tank thus contains gas vapours. 

- For major maintenance, the tank requires sandblasting and a metallisation treatment. As such, in addition to the 
operations mentioned above, the tank is first degassed (the tank is filled with water then drained to expel the 
residual gases). 

In terms of safety, the only difference between the two maintenance operations is the gassing procedure. 

THE ACCIDENT, ITS BEHAVIOUR, EFFECTS AND CONSEQUENCES 

The accident:  

On the day of the accident, a tank was undergoing minor maintenance in the "large bulk" workshop. The tank had 
been built in 1979, had a capacity of 2.28 m3 and its design and test pressures were 17 bar and 25.5 bar 
(relative), respectively. The horizontal tank was cylindrical in shape, made of non-alloy steel (A 48 PI / NFA 
36205) and was equipped with support legs. It weighed 640 kg and had a nominal gas load of 1 tonne. The tank 
was used to store propane gas on private residential property. 

Its main equipment includes a purge plug (along the lower generatrix), a multiple-valve for gas phase filling 
operations, a protective safety valve, a rotary gauge to determine the fill level, a valve for filling the tank from the 
truck, and the liquid recovery valve with eduction tube. 

The exact sequence of operations performed on the tank and the condition of the tank at the time of the accident 
are not precisely known (simple flaring?, water inerting operation?,…). However, based on the elements 
collected by the expert: 
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- It appears that minor maintenance was being conducted: gaseous phase sent to the flare stack, the tank was 
brought into the workshop, accessories changed and 2 l of methanol injected prior to the replacement of the 
last piece of equipment, leak test with air at 7 bar (relative), then the pressure was brought back to 
atmospheric pressure by a valve thruster on the fill valve, preparation for painting. 

- The tank had been degassed although its type was not clearly established, 

- equipment elements had been replaced on the tank. 

On 01/20/1997, one the tank's support legs had been bent, requiring it to be straightened (by sledge hammer ) 
and secured by welding. Instructions to degas the tank with water prior to the welding operation had been given. 

A violent explosion erupted during the welding operation and the tank burst into several pieces, some of which 
were quite large. One of the fragments was thrown into the workshop's roof, damaging the overhead travelling 
crane located at a height of ten metres. 

The consequences:  

The accident resulted in one death (one of the workers had been thrown 10 m) and 5 injured among the other 
employees. 

In terms of property damage, a third of the "large bulk" building was destroyed. 

European scale of industrial accidents  

By applying the rating rules of the 18 parameters of the scale made official in February 1994 by the Committee of 
Competent Authorities of the Member States which oversees the application of the ‘SEVESO’ directive, the 
accident can be characterised by the following 4 indices, based on the information available. 

 

The parameters that comprise these indices and the rating method are available at the following address: 
http://www.aria.ecologie.gouv.fr. 
A value  of 2 is attributed to human consequences following the death of a worker and the number of injuries 
among employees (parameters H3-H4). 
 
A value of 1 is assigned to the index for materials released, the energy released in the explosion have been 
valued at a few kilograms of TNT equivalent (parameter Q2). 
 

ORIGIN, CAUSES AND CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE ACCIDENT 

The following elements were highlighted in the subsequent expert analysis to determine the conditions of the 
rupture.  

� Energy released: 

The explosion was estimated to be the equivalent of a few kg of TNT. 

� Bursting pressure of the tank:  

The expert estimated the bursting pressure to be between 65 and 80 bar under normal conditions, i.e. provided 
that the tank's structure had not been damaged in any way. In this case, owing to the impact of welding operation 
on the tank's shell, the bursting pressure may have been somewhere around 45 to 55 bar (with the temperature 
of the steel taken as 450°C).  
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� Conditions of the explosion: 

Among the various hypotheses formulated, the most plausible scenario is that the tank burst as a result of an 
explosion resulting from a mixture of air, propane and methanol vapour (LEL and UEL in the case of such a 
mixture is 2% and 10%, respectively, under normal pressure and temperature conditions).  
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Tree of possible conditions (extract from the expert's analysis report) 

Depending on the progress of the operations, the tank may correspond to one of the 4 conditions: 

- 1: The tank is open and filled with propane gas: The pre-mix condition cannot be satisfied; this 
hypothesis was abandoned. 

- 2: In order to allow equipment to be replaced, particularly the purge (which normally takes a few 
minutes per element), the tank is opened and air can enter the tank. In order to obtain a mix made up of 
at least 90% air, the tank must be left open for 1½ hour, which does not seem compatible with the 
habitual duration of the operations. 

- 3: The tank is closed at a pressure of 8 bar, with an air-propane mixture: air was injected to perform the 
equipment leak tests. The hypothesis is possible. 

- 4: The tank is closed at a pressure of 1 bar and still contains a air-propane mixture. The lack of 
pressure does not allow the tank's rupture pressures to be reached. 

In conclusion, the welding may have weakened the tank and thus reduced its strength. At a pressure of 8 bar 
(absolute) and in the conditions of case 3, the explosion pressures reached are compatible with those leading to 
the tank's rupture. 

� Source of ignition: 

The welding operation, apart from the fact that it may have adversely effected the steel's mechanical 
characteristics, may have easily triggered the explosion of the cloud formed: the temperature reached during arc 
welding, at the surface of the parts being assembled, is in the order of 1400°C. A temperature of only  450°C is 
required on the internal face of the tank for the air/propane mixture to ignite. 

� Organisation of operations / Human factor: 

According to the expert's report, the representations made by certain employees regarding the inserting process 
were inadequate: the idea that simply injecting air into a tank filled with propane gas will allow proper inerting is 
simply … 

 

Tank opened and filled with 
propane gas

Closed tank filled with propane gas and 
methanol vapours at 1 bar abs 
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LESSONS LEARNED 

The following feedback elements about the accident were derived from the expert's report on the incident: 

- Operations must be organised based on clear procedures which outline the various phases. These procedures 
must be strictly followed. 

- Appropriate training and "certification levels" must be adopted that are in conjunction with the risks present 
(notably for hot spot operations).  

- Hot spot operations must be preceded by a degassing operation in compliance with recognised trade practices. 

- Traceability is an important element in this type of operation: the large number of technicians involved in these 
operations and the multiple roles performed by each person lead to confusion as to the exact condition of the 
tank (has the tank been purged? completely?…). 
- In-depth reflective thinking regarding the profession shall be undertaken with the CFBP (Comité Français du 
Butane Propane", the French Butane Propane Committee) concerning the gassing/degassing procedure of the 
installations (deadline 2006). 

 

Other accidents at LPG depots of the same type having led to a similar problem (degassing): 

- Germany (Stuttgart), 08/30/1989: see summary No. 6813 in the appendix. 

- Rognac (13), 09/12/2003: see summary No. 14225 in the appendix. 

- Oucques (41), 03/10/2005: see summary No. 29409 in the appendix. 
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APPENDIX 

 

No. 6813 - 08/30/1989 – STUTTGART, GERMANY 
An explosion occurred in an LPG depot during a railcar inerting operation prior to inspection. The management 
had not informed the operator performing the operation (a temporary employee) of the correct operating 
procedure, particularly the draining of the liquid propane prior to injecting nitrogen into the tank. This operation is 
designed to evacuate the residual gas vapour. The operator injected nitrogen into a tank which still contained 
2m³ of liquefied propane. The resulting mixture of the discharged gas and air created an explosive cloud which 
detonated in contact with a hot spot (a welding station located 20m away). Result: 2 dead and 5 injured. Property 
damage was established at 800,000 DM (2.72 MF). 
 
No. 14225 - 11/03/1998 – HERAULT - LODEVE 
During the degassing of a 107 m³ tank of propane on an industrial site being dismantled, gas was released from 
a tank and ignited when the operators were turning the bolts on the manhole flange. Three sub-contractors were 
hospitalised for shock and burns. The internal contingency plan was initiated, 100 employees were evacuated 
and a safety perimeter was set up. Firemen sprayed down the tank to cool it down. The tank had not been in 
used since March 1998. The accident was caused by a faulty pressure gauge, wrongly indicating the lack of gas 
in the tank. The technicians began to unscrew the manhole cover to fill the tank with water to accelerate the 
purge operation. Although specialised in this type of intervention, the workers used equipment that was not 
"explosion proof" in a zone where their activity would undoubtedly create a flammable atmosphere. 
 
No. 29409 - 03/10/2005 –Loir et Cher - OUCQUES 
Slightly before 3.30 pm, a gas leak caught fire on a 100m³ propane tank, in a grain silo installation. Following 
maintenance operations, gassing (injection of gas) was underway (with approx. 11m³ transferred) when an 
explosion occurred inside the tank causing a torch fire (flames shooting out several metres) on the upper 
manhole flange. Approximately 55 firemen came to the site, as well as specialists from the company which 
owned the tank. The firemen set up water curtains but encountered water supply problems. It was also difficult to 
actuate the tank's fixed cooling system: the fixed spray boom was not connected to the network, and the 
connection was located underneath the tank. The firemen were able to continue spraying the tank down with fire 
nozzles. The site's electrical power supply was disconnected. As a precaution, the emergency services 
evacuated the school located 200 m from the site, and the population in the area (emergency services estimate: 
300 to 500 people), in a radius of 500m. Traffic was stopped on the RD 924, and reserved for the emergency 
services. The strategy adopted was to allow the gas exiting the tank to burn (at a rate of 400 kg/h) while 
continuing to cool down the tank. The fire went out after the gas was consumed around 8 pm. The tank was 
purged with water in the evening. Emergency operations were withdrawn around 10.30 pm: the residents were 
able to return to their homes and the roads was opened. According to the initial elements, gassing was 
performed with flaring: in this case, the LPG filling the tank pushes out the air/gas vapour mixture to a draw off 
pipe connected to the flare stack. A procedure outlines the steps to be performed during this operation. The 
incident took place when the flare stack was being ignited by one of the operators from the maintenance 
company. 
 


